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FOOD HEALTH TECH

27-29
09 / 2017
BIZKAIA ARETOA

BILBAO

www.growingyoung.azti.es
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WHAT
IS IT?
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WHAT IS IT?

The third edition of Growing Young will be an
avant-garde and dynamic symposium where
industry and the scientiﬁc and medical
communities will have the chance to share their
knowledge, research and concerns on the same
stage.
Over 3 days Growing Young will gather together
speakers and experts to analyse how to achieve a
sustainable society through food, based on three
different perspectives:

WHEN?
27-28-29
09 / 2017

WHERE?

1. Society / Individual / Consumer.
2. Science and Medicine.
3. Industry and Market.
All this in the inspiring backdrop of Bilbao.
Growing Young is not a typical Congress. It is an
event where those attending will form part of a
simmering debate in society: the food revolution.
Attendees can take part in a debate on current
affairs relating to food, health, technology,
industry, science and innovation.
In today’s society, consumers’ awareness about
HEALTH associated with FOOD is continuously
increasing.
Responding to this demand requires researching
into molecular diagnosis methodologies and
into precision nutrition, into technologies and
processes that help personalise and adapt diets
to each person’s speciﬁc nutritional and health
needs. Furthermore, reaching a balance regarding
the consumer’s preferences.
This meeting point for debate hopes to establish
a common discourse between different sectors
(biotechnology, food, big data,medicine) and
players (administrations, society, industry, science).

Bizkaia
Aretoa
(Bilbao)
LANGUAGES
English /
Spanish
(with simultaneous translation)
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WHAT WILL BE
DISCUSSED?
PRECISION NUTRITION

WHAT SHOULD
WE EAT?

SOCIETY

HEALTH
CONSUMER
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PLEASURE VERSUS
HEALTH?

T E C H N O L OG Y

SCIENCE
PERSONALISATION

BIG DATA FOOD
INDUSTRY
MARKET
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+
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AZTI
30 YEARS

TOWARDS
SUSTAINABLE
AND HEALTHY
DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH SCIENCE

AZTI is an expert centre in the food
value chain, committed to social
and economic development of the
sectors with which it interacts. It has
extensive experience in organising
major events on this topic.
Founded in 1981, AZTI has more
than 30 years’ experience in
research and innovation projects
at an international level. More than
230 people comprise its team of
experts, whose aim is to give shape
to ideas which, once transformed
into products and services, generate
business initiatives, and recover and
preserve natural resources.

AZTI conducts strategic and applied
research, affording comprehensive
and innovating solutions for its
customers. The technology centre
carries out activities related to
research, development and
technological transfer, technical
advice and services, tests and
analysis.
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PAST

EDITIONS

GROWING YOUNG is a
young growing Congress
whose objective is to take
the pulse and impulse of
the next food revolution.
Consequently, it will
achieve increasingly greater
penetration into society and
into the sectors involved.

2017
2015
2013
AGEING AND
EATING
-

FOOD SCIENCE FOR
NEW CONSUMER
CHALLENGES
-

FOOD HEALTH
TECH
Bizkaia Aretoa
(Bilbao)

Bizkaia Aretoa
(Bilbao)

Basque Culinary Center (Gipuzkoa)

+200
ATTENDEES

INTERACTION
(OF PARTICIPANTS)

98%
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PAST

EDITIONS

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

ADIMEN INVESTIGACIÓN // AFCA // ALIFARMA // ALL ABOUT FO
// ARAEX // ASINCAR // ASKORA PLUS // AUZO LAGUN // AZELIS
CENTER // BENEO // BIOPOLIS // BRIDGE2FOOD // CAFÉ FORTA
OF MEDICINE // CLUSTER ALIMENTARIO DEL VALLE DEL EBRO
NACIONAL DE INVESTIGACIÓN DE ITALIA // CONSERVAS LEON
// DIMENSIÓN // DULCES REINETA // EBRO´S VALLEY FOOD+I A
HOSTELERÍA DE LEIOA // ESPÈCIES TEIXIDOR // EUREST // FEIR
GERIATRICAREA // GOBIERNO VASCO // GOENAGA ESNEKIAK /
HEINEKEN // IBERFRUTA-MUERZA // IMCD ESPAÑA ESPECIALID
FOOD INDUSTRY // INFRUSESA // UNIVERSITAD DE LLEIDA // IN
SOLUTIONS // INVESTIGACIÓN Y DESARROLLO DE ALIMENTOS
CINFA // LABORATORIOS ORDESA // LEARTIKER // LUKAN GOUR
UNIVERSITY // NUTREXPA // OGIMAHAIA // OKIN // ORANGINA S
RICARD // PRODUCTOS ADITIVOS // RETTENMAIER // REVISTA T
// THE BRAND INCUBATOR // TRENDLAB // TUTTI PASTA // UDAP
UNIVERSIDAD DE NAVARRA // URKABE // ZEUS QUIMICA // ZU

OOD MAGAZINE // AMEZTOI ANAIAK // ANGULAS AGUINAGA
S // BACEIREDO // BAJAMAR SÉPTIMA // BASQUE CULINARY
ALEZA // CAFES BAQUÉ // CETIC-CITA // CHICAGO SCHOOL
// CNTA // COCA-COLA // COMPASS GROUP // CONSEJO
NARDO // CONSERVAS ZALLO // DE LA VIUDA ALIMENTACIÓN
ALLIANCE // EHU-UPV // ELIKA // EROSKI // ESCUELA DE
RACO LACTEOS // FRINOVA // GASTRONOMIA BASKA //
// GRUPO DULCESOL // GRUPO LECHE PASCUAL // HAZI //
DADES QUÍMICAS, S.A. // INDEPENDENT STRATEGIC IN AGRINNOVAFOOD // INSTITUT PAUL BOCUSE // INTERMEDICAL
S // IPARLAT // IRUÑA CATERING // ITESA // LABORATORIOS
RMET // MERCABILBAO // MUGARITZ // NATRA // NEWCASTLE
SCHWEPPES // PALACIOS ALIMENTACION // PERNORD
TECNIFOOD // ROQUETTE // SALICA // SALUTEF // TECNALIA
PA // UIB // UNIVAR // UNIVERSIDAD CEU SAN PABLO //
UMOS PALMA SLU
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ATTENDEES

PROFILE

64%

22%

FOOD AND
INGREDIENTS
INDUSTRY

SCIENTISTS

11%

3%

CONSUMER AND INSTITUTIONAL
SOCIETY
PRESENCE
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BASQUE COUNTRY

PLACE FOR
ENCOUNTERS
AND DEBATE

WHY THE
BASQUE
COUNTRY?
A small great little region
Competitiveness pole
The greatest R&D&I investment of Spain
Development of TALENT
A well-connected region
Tax and ﬁnancial autonomy
A place where food is culture, tourism,
health and quality
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4 REASONS
NOT TO MISS IT

The most important professional
science, consumer and market Congress.

1. DEBATE
New forms of collaboration, new knowledge and approaches that will
shed light on today’s most pressing issues regarding healthy food and
population health.

2. NETWORKING
Debate is the main axis of the Congress. We want to gather together different
sectors and players for them to discuss and design new strategies for action.
We want to ﬁnd answers to the questions that we will raise over the three days.

3. EXPERIENCE
GROWING YOUNG is an experiential Congress and it seeks to arouse changes in the
participants, regarding their way of doing things, as well as to bring new approaches.

4. THINK LAB
Exchanges of impressions between attendees and speakers are essential at
this Congress. The Think Lab of GROWING YOUNG will allow the convergence of
thought and the creation of new challenges through lateral thinking.
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THEMES:

SOCIETY
SCIENCE
INDUSTRY
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THE DRIVERS

FOOD HEALTH TECH
HEALTHY AND
APPETASING
FOOD

LIFESTYLE

NEW
TECHNOLOGIES

GOVERNMENT

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

PERSONALISED
DIET

AWARENESS

SOCIETY
MARKET

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY

FOOD
INDUSTRY

PRECISION
NUTRITION

OMICS

INDUSTRY
ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING

ORCHESTRATE
KNOWLEDGE

PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

BIG DATA
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WHAT DO WE KNOW
ABOUT NUTRITION AND
ABOUT FOOD?
From the diagnosis viewpoint, issues
will be addressed related to science
and diet, as well as the behaviour of
individuals when it comes to food.
Individuals and society, are
exposed to fashions or trends that
are reﬂected in living habits and,
therefore, in eating habits. Science
and technology are key tools to
foster a proper diet for society, and
especially, among young people.
The convergence of technologies will
permit the study and development
of optimal and personalised foods
according to each individual’s
needs, which can help to promote a
healthier life and a better quality of
life. Big Data, Artiﬁcial Intelligence
and ICTs can be decisive in
advancing the personalization of diet
and products, as well as in raising
each individual’s awareness about his
or her needs.

How can industry personalise
products and services?
How does science solve the
information to design products?
How should communication
and dissemination be based on
scientiﬁc knowledge?
How are all those data, created by
Artiﬁcial Intelligence, orchestrated?
The convergence of all the players in
the same space, such as GROWING
YOUNG, aims to shed light on all
these issues so that they can be
aligned, and offering society a
coordinated response.
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WHY DO WE EAT
WHAT WE EAT?

From the perspective of the
individual, both as consumer and
patient, different issues and looks
at eating habits will be addressed,
as well as their commitment to
food selection and how to follow a
balanced diet.
Faced with these dilemmas, the
involvement of different actors
in the process and their capacity
to inﬂuence the behavior of the
population will be analyzed.
Can consumers eat in a healthy with
pleasure?
How does society adhere to a healthy
lifestyle?
What inﬂuences society to be
educated on a healthy lifestyle?

GROWING YOUNG wants to
provide an overview, and different
viewpoints on these issues.
What does it involve industry,
governments, society, the media,
etc.?
Thus, a space of discussion,
experiential and informative that
integrates all these questions will
be fostered.
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ARE WE FACING THE
NEXT REVOLUTON?
The last two decades have witnessed
the explosion of data derived from
the development and gradual
maturation of technologies
developed in biosciences (omics),
artiﬁcial intelligence or food
technologies.
The new communication and
information ways provoke, on the
other hand, a greater involvement
and inﬂuence of Society in market
dynamics. This opens up a wide
range of possibilities in all sectors.
Change is served: will we generate a
new style of society ?
In a collaborative space such as
GROWING YOUNG both industry,
and the scientiﬁc or medical sectors,
will be able to contribute and gather
information that will be useful to
create new strategies, as well as
personalised products and services
for an easy and healthy diet.
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FOOD HEALTH TECH

ORGANIZER

Email: growingyoung@azti.es
Tel.: 946 574 000
WITH THE SUPPORT OF
EKONOMIAREN GARAPEN
ETA AZPIEGITURA SAILA

DEPARTAMENTO DE DESARROLLO
ECONÓMICO E INFRAESTRUCTURAS

BIZKAIA ARETOA
Abandoibarra Etorbidea 3,
48009 Bilbao, Bizkaia
CONTACT
Meritxel Gonzalez Intxausti
Email: growingyoung@azti.es
Tel.: 946 574 000

